JUNE 14, 2004 – JUNE 20, 2004

MONDAY, JUNE 14, 2004

1:00 p.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Charles Crowley, Sport Management, Recreation Management, and Physical Education, "Factors Influencing College Choice Among Track and Field Student Athletes at NCAA D-I Conference HBCU's," maj. prof. Newton Jackson, 216 TUL.

1:30 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Heather Michelle St. John, Communication, "Victim of Circumstance? Stealing Thunder and Attribution Theory," maj. prof. Laura Arpan, 413 DIF.

TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 2004

10:00 a.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Gina Louise Youmans, Communication Disorders, "Theory of Mind Performance in Individuals with Alzheimer-Type Dementia Profiles," maj. prof. Michele Bourgeois, 019 DIF.

11:00 a.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Frederick L. Battenfield, Sport Management, Recreation Management, and Physical Education, "An Ethnographic Study of the Culture of Communication in the Sports Information Office at a Division I-A Athletic Program," maj. prof. Aubrey Kent, 216 TUL.

12:30 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Sandi Shappell, Psychology, "The Development of a Measure of Client Expectations for Therapy," maj. profs. Ellen Berler and Thomas Joiner, 229 KRB.

2:30 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Virginie Dasse, Modern Languages and Linguistics, "The Role of Form-Focused Instruction in French L2 Acquisition: The Case of the Auxiliary Selection," maj. prof. James Mitchell, Conference Rm., DIF.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16, 2004

9:30 a.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Paul Gilbert, Family and Child Sciences, "An Analysis of the Function of Systemic Variables Within Forgiving and Unforgiving Families," maj. prof. Christine Readick, 225H SAN.

2:00 p.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, David B. Campbell, Physics, "Angular Momentum Induced Shape Changes in the Rare-Earth Nuclei $^{153,155}$Gd and $^{159,161}$Yb," maj. prof. Mark Riley, 7th Floor KEN.

NOTICES FOR THE WEEK OF JUNE 21 – JUNE 27, 2004
SHOULD BE RETURNED TO JAMIE MCCRANIE, GRADUATE STUDIES, 408 WESTCOTT BUILDING BY 4:00 P.M. JUNE 16, 2004.
PLEASE EMAIL MCCCRANIE@MAILER.FSU.EDU FOR INQUIRIES OR LATE NOTIFICATIONS.
THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 2004

3:30 p.m.  METEOROLOGY SEMINAR, Will Hession, Meteorology, "An Analysis of Cyclogenesis for Mid-Latitude and Tropical Storms Using the Petterssen-Sutcliffe Development Equation," 353 LOV.

THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 2004


10:00 a.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, L. Kent Marett, Management Information Systems, "The Effect of Computer Support, Social Facilitation, and Arousal of Suspicion on Group Deceptive Communication," maj. prof. Joey George, 227 RBB.

3:00 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Todd E. Cheniecek, Nursing, "Effects of Injection Duration on Site-Pain and Bruising Associated with Subcutaneous Administration of Lovenox (enoxaparin sodium)," maj. prof. Jeanne Flannery, 202 SCN.

4:00 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Florence T. McCutchen, Nursing, "Support Efforts and Services for Caregivers of Persons with Alzheimer's Disease in Urban and Rural Areas," maj. prof. Deborah Frank, 207 SCN.

4:30 p.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Travis A. Smith, Meteorology, "Analysis and Evolution of Balance in Unstable Barotropic Jets," maj. prof. Philip Cunningham, 402 LOV.

FRIDAY, JUNE 18, 2004

9:00 a.m.  THESIS DEFENSE, Julian Moore, Nursing, "Considerations Affecting the Childbearing Decision of Single Adult Men," maj. prof. Dianne Speake, 308 NUR.

9:15 a.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Todd Casbon, Psychology, "Drinking and Cognitive Control: Evidence that Acute Alcohol Intoxication Impairs Performance Through its Effects on Two Distinct Cognitive Processes," maj. prof. Alan Lang, 229 KRB.

10:00 a.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Ranida Boonthanon, Management Information Systems, "Computer-Mediated Communication of Emotions: A Lens Model Approach," maj. prof. David Paradice, 347 RBB.

1:30 p.m.  DISSERTATION DEFENSE, Chaohuan Zhang, Civil & Environmental Engineering, "The High Groundwater Effect on Pavement Subgrade Performance," maj. prof. W.V. Ping, B202 CEB.